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The long winter hibernation is 
over!  Quick, rain-risked trips give 
way to more ambitious plans! Let 
our newsletters tempt you further 
out. This month’s has quite a bit 
for those that like to know the 
historical or archaeological side 
of things while walking, with our 
account of the hillwalkers who found 
bones up to 3600 years old and 
the commemoration of the Beara-
Breifne walk – a great project for walking, done in chunks but adding 
to 500km, and available as tracks in MV
We consider a number of moderate and short tracks from Cavan 
to Divis (Belfast Hills) to Crusline in North Kerry (over 30% of MV’s 
tracks are under 8km so there’s plenty of others). There’s more on 
challenge walks (p31) and a great proposal to consider the ridge of 
the Iveraghs as a huge high level route for multi-day back packing to 
running. (p12)
There’s our usual photos with Photo of 
the Month and the usual recent videos 
of hillwalking interest.

• The Hills have Secrets – Ballykildea may have some ancient cup 
marks which our intrepid explorer Wicklore has uncovered, P3.

• Regular regional features from North, East, West, South and South 
West Including the only summit with archery targets on the top! 
P4 to P5.  

• Moderate Walking in Cavan - a 7km Track of the Month on the 
Playbank P6, some easy coastal walking P8 and more.

• Finding a stone age burial site on the hills, P9. 

• Using the Iveragh Spine 
as a route, a homage to 
Paddy Dillon. 
The ultimate megaroute? 
P11 to P22.

• Photos, P23 to P25, 
including the Photo of the 
Month.

• Historical multi-day walk, 
the Beara Breifne Way, P26 
to P29.  
Easy chunks, huge overall.

• Challenge Walks P30 to 
P31.

• Recent Hill Videos P32.

welCoMe to our May Quarterly newsletter

In thIs Issue...

Derrygarriff at the eastern end of 
the Iveragh Spine route

Brecon Beacons, page 8 
Photo: Veronika Valdova
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‘Contemplating the Distant Past’ are four words that 
capture exactly what May’s comment-of-the-month is 

all about. we climb the hills for all sorts of reasons, one 
of them being that sometimes, on hills high and low, we stumble 
upon hidden things that reveal something from our shared history. 
such discoveries from our past enrich us all. read how wicklore 
made one such discovery in his aptly-titled comment of april 8th.
There are many forms of megalithic art hewn into rocks throughout 
Ireland. Some might be considered functional rather than artwork, 
and may be maps or represent constellations etc. All come under the 
general heading Megalithic Art, and can be well over 5000 years old. 
We are all no doubt familiar with the spirals commonly seen around 
Newgrange for instance. Some lesser known forms are called ‘cup 
marks’ and consist of shallow depressions in rocks. Some cup marks 
are very simple – just a couple of shallow depressions carved into the 
rock, while others have elaborate channels and designs around and 
connecting them. Their purpose is unclear – perhaps a map of the 
terrain or the skies, perhaps ceremonial, perhaps simply decorative, 
perhaps the result of a bored shepherd sitting in one place for too 
long. In Ireland we have about 99 recorded rocks with cup marks. I 
may have just found the 100th on the slopes of Ballykildea Mountain.
As I descended Ballykildea to the south I came across a large granite 
boulder in the forest. I felt immediately that there was something 
about this rock. I wiped the carpet of pine needles off the top and 
saw that there were two shallow depressions side by side. I also 
discovered a linear marking along one side. Perhaps the linear 
marking is the result of some long-rotted tree that had grown 
against the rock. And perhaps the two shallow depressions on top 
are the result of erosion or a chemical process. Or perhaps not – 

this appears to be a 
granite boulder – an 
erratic – so a tree 
would be unlikely to 
have etched into the 
rock like that, and if 
the shallow holes are 
erosion then why only 
two? It clearly needs 
further investigation 
by experts.
Sadly the 
Megalithomania.

com website and twitter account of Tom Fourwinds (Ian Thompson) 
appears inactive for several years so I cannot seek the wisdom and 
knowledge of this formidable amateur expert on Irish megalithic art. 
The national Irish Monuments Service have requested photos and 
coordinates for further investigation so let’s see where that leads. 
I tried to imagine what this area was like 5000 years ago when this 
potential megalithic art was made. With no recorded cup marked 
rocks in this area it was hard to see a particular context except that 
perhaps more of these rocks lie undiscovered on nearby hills, and 
all join to form a bigger patchwork of connected art. Was this a vast 
forest in the distant past or an area of tilled and farmed land? Was it 
part of an important route or a remote ceremonial site? Or was it a 
convenient seat for a bored farmer who passed the time by doodling 
on the rock with another rock?
In 5000 years what will hillwalkers see of us on the hills? Will they 
gaze upon our modern rock art and know that ‘Neary woz here’? 
Thankfully the summit of Ballykildea has escaped such ‘art’ and 
remains a peaceful heathery place, with the same fine views that no 
doubt inspired our ancestors 160 generations ago. 
Original comment: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/774/
comment/19885/ 

Two possible cupmarks faintly visible on top

PLACE 
COMMENT 

OF THE 
MONTH

the hills have secrets
Ballykildea Mountain (412M), 
Slieve BearnaghS, Co.Clare.

Megalithomania.com
Megalithomania.com
https://mountainviews.ie/summit/774
Co.Clare
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Belfast Beauty
Offering views of 
Belfast, the Mournes 
and even Scotland, 
Divis is a little slice of 
the wilds just a few 
miles from the city, 
reports Wilderness. 
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/520/
comment/15199/

timing is everything
Some people wait 
minutes or hours to 
capture their perfect 
shot, member mcrtchly 
waited years for 
the right light and 
conditions to capture a 
snow-capped Errigal.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/76/
comment/19882/

april snows…
Member davsheen 
captures Cloghernagh 
in Wicklow still 
blanketed in snows 
more reminiscent of 
February.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/40/
comment/19896/

all the way to the bank
Member eflanaga 
charts a new approach 
from the north west to 
the Playbank in Breifne.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/370/
comment/2231/

eastnorth

westnorth
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scrambled legs
The quartzite slabs 
on the NE of Binn 
Mhairg make for one 
of the best and least 
frequented scrambles 
in the Maamturks, 
reports Iain T.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/252/
comment/19797/

the slings and arrows 
of hillwalking...
As he ascends 
Kilmacomma Hill in the 
Comeraghs, wicklore 
stumbles across a 
rather bizarre ‘fox’ 
made of foam – a target 
for archery practice! 
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1277/
comment/19887/

on a knife edge
Member IainT recalls 
his ascent of Skellig 
Michael’s highest point 
(when you still could) 
and the precariousness 
of that final, sword-
edge…
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1031/
comment/19881/

every cloud has a 
silver lining
Thanks to the winter 
rains, an ascent up 
Knockaunapeebra
in the Comeraghs 
revealed a torrent of 
waterfalls on all sides 
of the Mahon Valley, 
reports Colin Murphy.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1497/
comment/19877/

southwest

southsouth
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traCk of the Month - MoDerate stroll

the PlayBank Managers
This month’s selection ascends an Arderin from the slightly secretive hills 
surrounding Lough Allen astride Leitrim and Cavan, namely Slievenakilla (also 
called The Playbank, arguably inappropriately). Simon3 found vague hints of a path 
that seemed to have eluded previous ascentionists, but in common with them his 
walk took in peaty moorland and a slightly incongruous line of cliffs on the north 
side of the hill. A most worthwhile afternoon if you’re around and about these parts.

length: 7.7km Time taken: 3h52m 
asCent: 458m  DesCent: 471m PlaCes: Start at 
H00850 27090, The Playbank, end at Start.
(Statistics such as Ascent or Length etc should be regarded as 
approximate. Duration depends on the speed of the person making 
the track)
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3755/

Margaret at the summit cairn

Indistinct signs of track

https://mountainviews.ie/track/3755
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TRACKS

WaleS: 
Brecon weaken?
David-Guenot, perhaps with the benefit of an outsider’s eye, has 
come up with an itinerary that makes use of what is a familiar 
region for Welsh hillwalkers in a way that I haven’t seen before. 
On one of his regular trips to Britain and Ireland he has extended 

the oft-used southern traverse of the high Brecon Beacons (a 
splendid straightforward high level route in its own right) to take 
in a legion of other summits to the south in a logical extension to 
a classic horseshoe. South Wales is splendid walking country with 
tremendously aesthetic hills that provide substantially easier going 
than the more popular summits of Snowdonia to the north.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3757/

eaSt:
to be shore...
While possibly pining for the fact that there are no more high 
mountains in Ireland left for him to climb, Onzy has had another 
little stroll along the coast near Dublin. This time he has walked from 
Donabath out to Portrane and south along the shoreline…from here 
you can look over to Lambay Island, a worthy objective for those 
looking to start exploring Ireland’s wonderful offshore summits. Onzy 
advises that his route has a substantial amount of road walking, and 
that it might be better to do a there-and-back outing that just takes in 
the shore itself.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3750/

traCks

https://mountainviews.ie/track/3757
https://mountainviews.ie/track/3750
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TRACKS

north: 
the sick Bed of Cuchulainn
The Táin Way winds around the Cooley Peninsula, a place of history 
and myth. Your track reviewer is currently suffering from an excess 
of age, midriff and Achilles pain, and decided that this trail that 
generally is spread over two days was ideal for covering in just one. 
Having done it I think it would be better done over two, allowing 
for greater exploration of the surrounding countryside (I very much 
had the blinkers on) because the route itself spends a lot of time on 
roads. Those looking to bag summits will need to leave the actual 
Trail, but a few short diversions will be rewarded in this respect.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3753/

South-WeSt:
I walk the Crusline
There’s a lot of lower rolling country buttressing the higher 
mountains in Ireland’s South-West, and while it would be a strange 
person (or the most dedicated of Summiteers) who would favour 
such places on a fine day over the likes of Brandon, there’s a lot to 
be said for the notion that everywhere’s interesting the first time. 
bunsen7 has slalomed through the Tursillagh wind farm to gain the 
summit of Crusline in North Kerry, and some of you might care to 
follow him for the distant view over Tralee Bay. There are other low 
summits in the North Kerry area and this could be the start of a day 
exploring them.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3752/

TRACKS

https://mountainviews.ie/track/3753
https://mountainviews.ie/track/3752
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Careful What you tread on
have you ever wanted to excoriate somebody? of course you 
have! But what, exactly, does ‘excoriate’ mean? read on and all 
will be revealed by Mountainviews regular contributor and former 
Mv secretary wicklore. he has been a busy bee on the historical 
front recently. on april 8th he brought us news of what may turn 
out to be a historical find on Ballykildea Mountain in County Clare 
– this proved to be so interesting it won the feverishly sought-after 
accolade of comment-of-the-month in the Mv newsletter. not 
resting for a moment, wicklore followed this up with another piece 
of news concerning yet another discovery of historical significance, 
this time from further north along the western seaboard in the 
county of Mayo. under the heading “what lies Beneath” he proves 
yet again that, for those with the curiosity to explore, the hills can 
contain much more than just flora, fauna and stunning views. Some 
history for starters...
7000 BC and Stone Age people arrived in Ireland. They mainly 
ate berries, fruit, and wild animals and moved from place to place. 
Circa 4000 BC they started clearing the land and began building 
stone structures. We are familiar with elaborate buildings such 
as Newgrange (3000 BC) & Carrowkeel (3400 BC). But they were 
performing complex and involved funeral ceremonies long before 
this. 
It Begars belief...
In 2016 local farmer Michael Chambers was observing a fox on 
Ben Gorm. As an avid hillwalker and member of the Nephin Begars 
hillwalking club he was very familiar with the area. He noticed the fox 
disappear among the rocks on Ben Gorm’s east slope. He went up to 
investigate. He discovered a previously unknown cave system under 
the rocks. He summoned some Nephin Begar comrades and they 
explored the cave. It involved squirming and tight manoeuvring that 
would leave any claustrophobic person in a panic. They persevered 
and discovered, deep within the bowels of the cave, ancient 

human remains. They contacted the Gardaí. Subsequently, the 
National Monuments Service, with the National Museum of Ireland, 
commissioned an excavation, carried out by Dr Marion Dowd of IT 
Sligo.
not a mass rock – a mass grave!
In January 2018 the Department of Culture, Heritage and the 
Gaeltacht confirmed that the remains belonged to ten individuals 
and were placed there over a 1200 year period from 3600 to 2400 
BC. This was most likely an excoriation site – a place where remains 
were left to decompose before most of the bones were recovered 
for burial elsewhere. 
It is a humble reminder that, as we tramp our merry way up and 
down the hills and valleys of Ireland, we are only the latest in a long 

John Chambers explores the cave
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succession of humans to explore and connect with the landscape. 
Anyone hiking on Ben Gorm before 2016 would not have known 
what lay in a chamber beneath their feet.
Praise from the minister:
Brannen’s pub and B&B in Newport Co. Mayo is the home of the 
Nephin Begars hillwalking club. The proprietor is John Chambers 
– cousin of Michael Chambers who initially discovered the cave. 
John was one of the party to make the initial exploration of the cave 
when they discovered the human remains. As a fellow hill enthusiast 
John was very willing to discuss the experience and show his photos 
– an opportunity surely not to be missed. What better than to get 
a firsthand account of this remarkable discovery and be able to 
engage in an in-depth discussion about the local hills? 
Hillwalkers are perhaps best placed to continue to discover such 
Stone Age burial sites and/or megalithic art as we explore all corners 
of the land. I’ll leave the last word to Minister for Culture, Heritage 
and the Gaeltacht, Josepha Madigan, who in January 2018 praised 
the local hillwalker for reporting his find.
‘This is a fascinating archaeological discovery and I want to thank 

the community of hillwalkers for reporting it to us. Such vigilance is 
extremely important to us in helping to protect and understand our 
archaeological heritage’.



CANAdIANS ChECK OUT IRElANd
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the 
iveragh 
spine 
route

peter Walker re-examines the 
idea initiated by walking writer 
Paddy Dillon for a high-level 
91.5km route down the spine of 
Kerry’s mountainous interior. Looking back west over the  

first section from Mullaghanatin

ireland’s ultimate 
high-level 
mountain Walk?



One of my favourite notions from the world of walking literature is 
that only a few of us can resist the temptation of a really long walk 
from time to time. The image of endless effortless 
flowing o’er hill and glen is an increasingly popular 
intoxication, with devotees of the genre being taken 
the length and breadth of Ireland by an increasingly 
congested calendar, and with some of the more famous 
events selling out within minutes. There’s now even a 
club (Na Sléibhte) specifically catering to fans of such 
extended agonies and ecstasies.

But while Ireland is a land with a decent selection 
of wondrous mountain terrain, overall it’s not actually 
especially mountainous; something that becomes fairly apparent 
when one tries to devise upland outings of any sort of length. But it’s 
particularly problematic when you’re trying to create something to 
test the best (if indeed hillwalkers can be judged by such unsubtle 
parameters)...for the ultra-athlete it’s really tricky to come up with a 
mountain route that doesn’t run out of mountains much too quickly. 
You’re just getting going...and they’re gone. Even in the more 
obviously contour-contorted areas the ranges seem to be separate 
rather than linked, as if the ancient Irish deities were absolute dab 
hands at Tetris.

My hillwalking apprenticeship was served over the water, for I am 
English, and for years the hills of Ireland were something imagined: 
experienced on the page rather than underfoot. Initially this was 
within the covers of the classic Diadem coffee table books of the 
1980s...The Big Walks, Classic Walks, Wild Walks. But around 20 
years ago I picked up my first ‘100% Irish’ guidebook, namely Paddy 
Dillon’s ‘Mountains of Ireland’, offering as it did routes up all of 
Ireland’s 2000ft summits. It was slightly haphazard (summits being 
included or excluded based on the author’s opinions rather than any 
sort of defined separation criteria). It had absolutely shocking maps, 
barely even appropriate for illustration, never mind navigation. But 

what it did have was a definite sense of the person who wrote it, a 
guidebook writer whose guidance seemed real rather than tied to 

the page. . And it’s never (yet) been revised, leaving it as 
very much an analogue guidebook in a digital age. It’s very 
much a personal favourite, and buried within one of its 
chapters is the following passage...

‘I also feel like issuing a challenge to the toughest 
mountain walkers in Ireland. This is a long, hard expedition, 
starting with the ascent of Coomcallee. I’m suggesting that 
a rugged, high-level trek could be enjoyed over all the 
mountain summits from Walks 37, 36, 35, 34, 33, 32, 31 & 

30. Facilities on this mountain traverse are extremely limited – the only 
point of refreshment being at Moll’s Gap. This is perhaps the longest, 
hardest high-level route which could be attempted in Ireland. Check it 
out on a map – even if the idea doesn’t appeal to you.’ 

– Paddy Dillon, ‘The Mountains of Ireland’, Cicerone 1992.
So, a route from the south-western tip of Iveragh all the way to 

Crohane, arguably the final curtain call of this corner of Ireland’s 
proper mountain drama. Surely that would be testing enough….?
The route has attracted interest on MountainViews before. In 
particular, Conor Murphy, MV member and luminary amongst the 
trail running community in the south-west, had pieced together a 
version of it back in the days when walking was his preferred method 
of travelling on foot. Over time he basically did all of it, but generally 
his infectious enthusiasm for the enterprise found a hillwalking 
community fully vaccinated against its charms.

But times are different now…Conor and myself are a bit more 
hopeful of an audience.

the rules
Something as monumental as this and covering such complex terrain 
has to have some underlying rules to prevent it from seeming too 
contrived. What follows is simply my interpretation of Paddy’s original 

“this is perhaps 
the longest, 

hardest high-
level route 

Which could 
be attempted 
in ireland”
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text…others may feel free to come to a different understanding!
I decided that given Paddy suggests a route covering ‘all the 
mountain summits from Walks 37, 36, 35, 34, 33, 32, 31 & 30’ from 
his book, my itinerary had to include all those listed summits. In 
general, they do line up fairly conveniently but there are several 
‘out and back’ sections; in particular, going from Stumpa Duloigh 
to Broaghnabinnia and back might seem a bit unwelcome to 
some.  [ED:  This deviation from the line of the ridge is pointless 
and is simply a result of stringing together a walk from existing 
shorter walks.]  Once you establish that all those summits must be 
crossed then it’s just a question of determining how best to link 
them…to resolve this I have connected them using obvious ridges 
and watersheds between drainage areas. (As a rule this does look 
obvious on the map).

On that subject the maps you’ll need are OSI 1:50,000 Sheets 83, 
78 and 79.

The route does sensibly split into three sections, with roads 
crossing the route at Ballaghbeama Gap and Moll’s Gap, and will be 
described as such. Summits listed by Paddy are underlined…other 
MV summits have grid references.

Well, I say ‘sensibly’…
‘I would go as far as to say that each section is most likely harder than 
an individual Maumturks! The first and third definitely . . . . and within 
the second leg  the “Out and back to Broaghnabinnia” could easily 
be soul-destroying!’ 
– Jim Holmes, MountainViews’ Czar of the Challenge Walk

section one: waterville to Ballaghbeama
I decided to start the route to the north of Coomcallee: Paddy’s Walk 
37 starts to the south but going from the north makes it easier to 
make this section linear, plus the initial ascent isn’t as steep. A minor 
road runs up to Lough Iscanamacteery…there is some (but limited) 
parking here, around GR V597698. Aim south across rutted ground 

(there is a track some of the way) and follow a ridge curving up to the 
summit of Glanbeg (GR V578684). Immediately the views of lough 
and mountain and sea are a marvel, and a nicely proportioned ridge 
leads down and up and onwards to An Bheann Mhór (GR V593683, 
Coomcallee W Top in the book). A broad, shallow and peat-hagged 
gap is crossed to Beann na Stiocairí (GR V598682) before easier 
going to Coomcallee itself (GR V623677).

There’s now the first properly complex section (the words ‘worth a 
recce’ make their first appearance at this point!) across a gap and up 
to the shoulder of Coomnahorna (whose summit isn’t visited on this 
route…feel free to detour) and along more intricate ups and downs 
to Slievenashaska (GR V642708) (whose S Top isn’t on the ridgeline, 
in case anyone was wondering why it’s missed out). A substantial gap 
is crossed to reach Cnoc Breasail (GR V653724), and finally a bit of 
easier ground is gained on Knocknagantee (GR V667729).

Now we have to take in a couple more of Paddy’s summits away 
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On the ridge above Glanbeg
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seCtIon 1: watervIlle to the BallaghBeaMa gaP



from the obvious line of the walk. Fortunately most of the walk over 
to Knockmoyle (GR V665749) is on grass. The next bit to Coomura 
Mountain (GR V677751) has a col that is much more complex 
than the map would have you believe, and the detour 
ends by returning to that col and contouring round 
the wonderland around Coomalougha Lough to reach 
Coomnacronia (GR V679733, Coomanassig in the book). 
A broad ridge leads on to An Corrán (GR V696737, 
Finnararagh in the book and on the map).

Now is one of the very best stretches of the whole route, a 
fantastic ridge, rough underfoot but somehow it just flows. First 
up is Sallagh South-West Top (GR V701744), then Caora Bhán (GR 
V705746), then the tops of Beann: Beann Far SW Top (GR V713754), 
Beann SW Top (GR V718760, Beann West Top in the book), a drop 
down to the next col then a contouring line to visit Beann South Top 
(GR V728756) and a final climb up to the main summit of Beann (GR 

V726764). This would be a fantastic belvedere almost anywhere 
else…here, it’s overshadowed by the fairytale Toblerone lump that 
comes next…

But first more lovely ridge to Beann North East Top  (GR V731771, 
Beann North Top in the book) before a rocky drop down to a 
col (past the Noel Lynch monument, a sobering reminder of the 
potential seriousness of these mountains). Now comes the brutal 
little(ish) ascent to the crowning point of this section, the haughtily 
promiscuous (it seems visible from everywhere in the Dunkerrons) 
pyramid of Mullaghanattin (GR V739773)…note that the direct 
ridgeline is precipitously steep, and the sensible will take to the 
more amenable slope on the right. Finally a declining ridge is 
followed over Mullaghanattin East Top (GR V749775) and there’s a 
final very steep and rough (worth a look in advance) drop down to 
Ballaghbeama Gap.
Distance: 32km Ascent: 2600m

section two: Ballaghbeama to Moll’s gap
It’ll be hard to leave the relative sanctuary of those few yards of 
unyielding tarmac, but the next section starts with a zig-zag (there’s a 

lot of benches of rock here) ascent to Knockaunanattin W 
Top (GR V756787). A lake-dappled ridgeline leads on to 
Knockaunanattin itself (GR V769790) and continues over 
Stumpa Dúloigh SW Top (GR V778789, Stumpa West Top 
in the book) to Stumpa Dúloigh itself (GR V786793).

And now a decision to separate the men/women 
from the boys/girls…according to the rules, you must now divert 
to Broaghnabinnia (GR V801813) before returning to Stumpa. The 
descent to the col is long and sometimes very steep, the ascent is 
steep too (a diversion away from the blunt ridgeline to the right 
being necessary, and the return is exactly the same, but in reverse. 
What can I say? Rules are rules…

Fortunately what follows is one of the easiest stretches of the 
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“this  Would 
be a fantastic 

belvedere almost 
anyWhere else”

Knockmoyle from Coomura  Mountain
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seCtIon 2: the BallaghBeaMa gaP to Moll’s gaP



whole enterprise, a lovely turfy ridge heads across the shallowest of 
depressions to Stumpa Dúloigh SE Top (GR V790791). The ridge is 

followed for about another 1km before 
a curving course is taken down to the 
col at the head of the Owenreagh River 
(another road here, for all those asphalt 
fans out there). A long, steepening slope 
above Lough Fadda is climbed to gain 
Knocklomena (GR V797765).

In order to stick to the watershed Lough Fadda must be passed on 
its north side; the descent steepens to pass through rock bands at 
its foot before continuing to be rugged on the way up Bascadh West 
Top (GR V814765) and on to Bascadh itself (GR V823765). Another 
steep rocky summit is crossed at Cnoc na gCapall (GR V834767, 
Knocknacappul in the book). The final high top in this section is 
Boughil (GR V842765), and it’s a struggle to keep grass underfoot 

across the gap…there is a fence to guide. From here the lure of 
cakes and knitwear at Avoca should be sufficient to tempt you down 
to the road at the north end of Lough Barfinnihy, following the afore-
mentioned fence as it frantically clings to the mountainside. The 
road does lead straight to Moll’s Gap, but you should make the short 
climb over Doire Gharb (GR V857770) on the way.
Distance: 22.5km Ascent: 2410m

section three: Moll’s gap to loch guitane
The last stretch has a somewhat indeterminate start owing to access 
issues for the first summit of Derrygariff (GR V873774)…local 
knowledge suggests keeping south and east of the fence leading 
to the summit from the road. It also has stretches where another 
thing that’s borderline indeterminate is the ridgeline itself, with 
areas where the fact that the water on either side flows in different 
directions has to be taken on trust.
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“the lure of cakes 
and knitWear at 
avoca should 
be sufficient to 
tempt you doWn”

Boughil from  Bafinnihy Looking from Stumpa  Duloigh 
to Mullaghanattin
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From here there’s a heathery skirting of Eirk Lough and Foardal 
to the three subsidiary summits of Peakeen; the Far North-West Top 
(GR V888768), the North-West Top (GR V889766) and the West Top 
(GR V889764) before a more substantial gap to the main summit of 
Peakeen (GR V903764), a very craggy summit which might thwart a 
direct approach. Now a steep descent brings you to the Kerry Way, 
the closest this section has to an easy escape.

A similarly steep climb takes you up Knockanaguish (GR 
V919768) before some cross-country yomping visits first Knockrower 
(GR V937784) and a contour round to Knockbrack (GR V953779), 
one of Paddy’s tops away from what passes for the ridgeline and 
with a lovely rockery for a summit. Onwards and upwards over 
Dromderalough (GR V960790) , its NE Top (GR V969795) and a 
steady climb to the fabled Mangerton (GR V980807). Alas there’s 
another out and back to Mangerton North Top (GR V984818) but 
the ridge above the Punchbowl has sufficient aesthetic appeal to 
partially numb aching limbs.

Back at Mangerton you’re into some glorious open walking country, if only you weren’t too shattered to enjoy it. The south edge 
of Glennacappul leads you on to Stoompa (GR V006817), and if 
you’re collecting Vandeleur Lynams (or just 
bonkers, as it’s not part of my intended 
route) you could nip out and back to its East 
Top). 

Now comes possibly the psychological 
crux of the whole journey, returning south 
to regain the distinctly blunt ridgeline and 
ensuing steep descent, before the viciously rough crossing of the 
volcanic plug of Bennaunmore (GR V035819), an area which couldn’t 
be much tougher if it was still active (recce advised). Crossing the 
col north of Lough Nabroda and a steep pull up to Crohane SW 
Top (GR V043820) puts the climax within reach. Initially easy going 
then a final stiff grassy pull brings you to the summit of Crohane (GR 
V049829).
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“noW comes 
possibly the 

psychological 
crux of the 

Whole journey”

Glenacappul and Mangerton North 
from Stoompa

Mothailin looking to Mangerton



Drop down north and it’s not too far to a track which could only 
be lost by someone hallucinating from exhaustion, so with that in 
mind, take care. And now a final triumphant trot/crawl down to the 
road end at (GR V043852).

Those who successfully get there can (to quote the great climbing 
guidebook author Paul Williams) justifiably award themselves ‘a pat 
on the back’…
Distance: 37km Ascent: 2630m
Total walk (no diversions): 91.5km, 7640m ascent.

So there it is, the longest continuous mountain walk in Ireland, the 
length of the Dunkerrons and most of the Mangerton range, with 48 
MountainViews summits crossed. You could do it piecemeal over a 
number of visits, bite-sized chunks of roughness and disorientation. 
You could do it in a single push, carrying the world on your back, 

sleeping under the stars (or 
more likely under various 
types of nimbus cloud), 
maybe fuelling the last leg 
with cakes from Avoca. But…
realistically, that means that 
the ‘only’ requirements for 

success are experience, decent fitness, and a fair amount of bloody-
mindedness. A lot of folk have acquired those characteristics over 
the years, so how can we make this longest walk into the greatest 
challenge?

Allow me to speculate…might it be possible to do this all in a 
single day?
“2 legs of Paddy’s walk in a day would be doable with a good bit of 
planning and some support. Someone might take on the 3 stages, 
but it won’t be me.”
 – Gerard Sheehy, Na Sléibhte Hillwalking Club, organiser of the Fei 
Sheehy Challenge.

the longest, hardest high level run in Ireland?
Britain’s three home nations all have classic one-day mountain 
challenges, routes where only mountain hardness and outstanding 
endurance athleticism permit success. In Scotland it’s the Ramsay 
Round, 93km with 8700m of climbing over 23 Munros. In Wales 
it’s the Paddy Buckley Round, 100km and 8700m of ascent over 
47 Snowdonian summits. And most famous of all, the Bob Graham 
Round in the Lake District, 106km with 8200m of ascent over 42 
peaks.

Why not (putting aside obvious reasons like lack of fitness and 
excess of sanity) attempt to complete Paddy Dillon’s route within 24 
hours? The Paddy Dillon Challenge, if you will?
Ireland does already have 24 hour challenges: the Mournes have the 
Rankin Round, and Wicklow has the cunningly monikered Wicklow 
Round. But compared to the Dillon route these are crown green 
bowling venues with all the navigational challenge of a bus lane in 
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“the only requirements 
for success are 
experience, decent fitness 
and a fair amount of 
bloody-mindedness”

Looking east to Stoompa
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Dublin. Statistically the three British routes are longer, but even the 
roughest of those (the Buckley round) has long stretches on trails 
with nice friendly navigation. There’s precious little of that in the Irish 
South-West; the mountains are much more rugged (and/or boggy), 
much less frequented, most of the ground is likely to be unfamiliar 
(and thus in desperate need of preliminary reconnaissance to avoid 
wasted time), and aborting an attempt may leave you a long way 
from escape.

Tactics will be crucial. Which way to do it? Does the motivation of 
ending at the coast trump the probability that that would have your 
travelling against the prevailing weather? What time of year to do it? 
The long hours of summer seem obvious, but might other times get 
better conditions underfoot? What time would you start, given that 
some of the route would inevitably need to be covered in darkness? 
The actual execution of the journey might take less than 24 hours, 
but the preparation might take months. At some level it would be a 

lonely, personal undertaking…but on another it’s almost unthinkable 
that it wouldn’t need the help of others, be it providing knowledge 
and advice or being the on-the-ground support.

These are all questions and ponderings for the dedicated athlete, 
and in his excitement at the possibilities Conor has dangled the prize 
of being first to accomplish the route inside 24 hours via various 
running forums. I won’t embarrass or pressurize the very impressive 
individuals who have expressed an interest in giving it a try…but 
watch this space. Maybe…

‘I wish I was young again as what a challenge…
I suppose it could be a piece of heaven or a piece of hell depending 
on the weather you get on the occasion, but I think there is nothing 
more appealing to those of us with that adventurous spirit than to 
have something put out there and be told that it’s presumed not 
possible because that’s all the motivation that is needed to fire up 

Mangerton from its North Top North from Bennaunmore
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the interest in the heart of a warrior, this route would be the all-
round package as it requires physical and mental strength along 
with a serious amount of strategic planning of pace, navigation and 
diet plus the agility and confidence of a mountain goat to skilfully 
manoeuvre this rugged landscape at pace, everyone who completes 
this route is undoubtedly a person of special talents and  a hero in my 
book.’ 
– John Lenihan, former World Mountain Running Champion (among 
a huge list of achievements)

So, is this the longest, hardest high-level route in Ireland? Have 
we (in the shape of a 25 year old book, an English IT bloke and a 
trail-running lawyer with a baffling obsession with trance music) 
conclusively closed the book on the subject of challenge walking 
and trail running on this island? Let’s leave the final word with the 
man who inspired the route in the first place.
‘Why end on Crohane? You could continue towards The Paps and 
away into West Cork.’
Oh Paddy…you are a card.

https://www.mountainviews.ie – The ultimate resource for the Irish 
hillwalker.
https://www.cicerone.co.uk/ - Publishers of the original guidebook 
inspiration, and countless others
http://www.paddydillon.co.uk/ - The author of the original inspiration, 
and many more
https://www.feisheehychallenge.net/ - A highly recommended three 
day challenge
https://www.facebook.com/NaSleibhteHillwalkingClub/ - The 
Challenge Walking club
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1328420757249671/ - West Cork 
Trail Runners on Facebook

Many thanks to Paddy Dillon for his generosity, Simon Stewart, Colin 
Murphy and John Fitzgerald for additional photos, and Jonathan, 
Hannah & Joseph at Cicerone

Peter walker, april 2018

https://www.mountainviews.ie
https://www.cicerone.co.uk
https://www.feisheehychallenge.net
https://www.facebook.com/NaSleibhteHillwalkingClub
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1328420757249671


reCent IMages
some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

Carlingford Lough b Peter Walker

Knockaunapeebra: waterfall heaven b Colin Murphy Croaghanmoira from Fanaierin  b davsheen



reCent IMages
some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

West from the col south of Masatiompan b Bunsen7

Sceilg Mhichíl: view to Monastery summit b IainT Cliffs of the north side of Slievenakilla b simon3



Photo of the Month

Errigal & The Devlin River Gorge b mcrtchly
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how it all Began...
The start of our quest to walk the Beara Breifne Way can be traced 
back over 30 years. At one of our local historical walks around 
Aherlow in Co. Tipperary, we heard of this epic O’Sullivan Beara 
march that took place in January 1603.

Local chieftain Donal Cam O’Sullivan Beara, his creight (cattle and 
sheep) having been confiscated by Sir Charles Wilmot, and his castle 

at Dunboy destroyed, 
had no other choice but 
to head north for refuge.

At a meeting of 
Ballyhoura Fáilte, the 
idea of developing a 
walk was born. A 400th 

anniversary re-enactment of the march 
took place organised by Jim O’Sullivan 
from Castletownbere –home of O’Sullivan 
Beara’s Dunboy Castle. This set the 
seeds for the Ballyhoura Bears and Galty 
Walking clubs to take on the challenge 
of doing the walk. Little did we know the 
wealth of adventure, fun, challenge and 
experience that was waiting in every step 
of this 650 kilometre trek.

a ten-County route!
The Beara-Breifne Way, Ireland’s 
longest walking trail, involving over 
60 community groups, twelve local 
walking trails, eleven County Councils, 
Fáilte Ireland, the Heritage Council and 
eleven Leader Groups. It is the largest 
community-based project undertaken 
in Ireland. The trail links counties Cork, 
Kerry, Limerick, Tipperary, Offaly, Galway, 

Roscommon, Sligo, Leitrim and Cavan.
The project’s champion and driver has been Jim O’Sullivan 

and Beara Tourism. Jim was determined that O’Sullivan Beara’s 
great march would not be forgotten. He also recognised the 
potential economic and tourism impact the project could have for 
communities along the route. The project could not have been 

an epic 
historical 
Walk
the beara breifne Way 
by michael moroney

The Beara Way section in the Slieve Miskish 
Mountains. Photo: Nigel Cox 

“no other 
choice but 
to head 
north for 
refuge”
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undertaken without 
the kind permission of 
the four hundred plus 
landowners along the 
route who facilitated 
its development by 
granting permissive 
access through their 
property. While Jim 
O’Sullivan initiated the 
project, there were a lot 
of individual champions 
and community groups 

along the route whose skill and commitment have managed to bring 
the project to where it is today.   

The trail starts at the tip of the Beara Peninsula 
at Dursey, Co. Cork. It finishes at Blacklion, 
in County Cavan. It took us over 26 days to 
complete. The route brings you through many 
fascinating historical and remote archaeological 

sites: castles, farms, mountains, villages, towns, places of natural 
beauty and quiet country lanes. The walk is 50% on these lanes. 
Along the way you will hear of many local legends, clans and also 
the skirmishes that took place during O’Sullivan Beara’s march. The 
folklore of O’Sullivan Beara’s March is evident all along the trail. It’s 
there for walkers on mapboards, plaques and those who interact 
with locals as they travel the route.

the original walkers 
The route was first recorded by O’Sullivan Beara’s cousin Philip, son 
of Dermot of Dursey Island, who was with him in Spain after he was 
exiled there. It sets out definitively the route taken by O’Sullivan 
Beara and also gives an account, in his own words, of his experience 
and those of his followers as they made this epic journey.

Day 1: Cable car at Dursey Island

“400 plus 
landoWners 
along the 
route”



One thousand, 
approximately, started 
out from Doire na Folla, 
Oakwood of the blood 
overlooking Glengarriff 
– only thirty-five reached 
O’Rourke’s Castle, in 
Leitrim village. Donal Cam 
O’Sullivan Beara then 
escaped to Spain where 
he landed at A Coruna and 
made his way to Santiago 
de Compostela where he 
founded a college for the 
sons of exiled Irish. The site 
of the building is marked 

with a plaque. He then made his way to Madrid where he was 
murdered by fellow Irishman John Bath during a dispute with the 

above mentioned Philip outside the Plaza 
de Santo Domingo. His body was brought 
back to A Coruna where he was buried 
in the grounds of the Franciscan Church 
overlooking the harbour and close to the 
famous Torre de Hercules.

and if you want to go abroad...
Some of our group followed O’Sullivan Beara’s journey to Spain 
where we retraced his journey from A Coruna to Santiago de 
Compostela. We visited his reputed burial place where we planted 
an Irish flag. We then cheated by taking a flight to Madrid where we 
visited his place of death.
For those walkers who wish to be recognised for completing some 
or all of the Beara Breifne Way, there is a passport. This must be 
stamped by one or all of the sixty Community Heritage locations 

along the way. These stamps can be accessed in local business 
premises and community centres.  
The Ordnance Survey Discovery Series Map Numbers for the Beara 
Breifne Way are 25, 26, 33, 39, 40, 47, 53, 59, 66, 72, 73, 74, 79, 84, 
and 85 – a total of 15 maps.

nitty-gritty details of this challenging walk:
Day 1. Dursey Sound to Castletown Berehaven, Distance 27Km, 
Height Gained 1150 Metres, Time 7hr. 
Day 2. Castletown Berehaven to Adrigole, Distance 23Km, Height 
Gained 960 Metres, Time 7hr. Highlight Dunboy Castle.
Day 3. Adrigole To Glengarriff, Distance 18Km, Height Gained 850 
Metres, Time 6hr.
Day 4. Glengarriff to Gougane Barra, Distance 28.5Km, Height 
Gained 900 Metres, Time 8hr.
Day 5. Gougane Barra to Ballyvourney, Distance 25Km, Height 
Gained 760 Metres, Time 6hr. Highlight Saint Finbarr’s Oratory.
Day 6. Ballyvourney to Fort 
Millstreet, Distance 31Km, 
Height Gained 900 Metres, 
and Time 7 hr. Highlight 
Saint Gobnait’s Well.
Day 7. Fort Millstreet to 
the Square ,Newmarket. 
Distance 28Km, Height 
Gained 500 Metres, Time 
6hr.
Day 8. Newmarket to 
Bridge Bar Ballyhay, 
Distance 30Km, Height 
Gained 530 Metres, Time 
7hr.
Day 9. Bridge Bar Ballyhea 
to Kilfinnane, Distance 
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Day 6: Snow on Mullaghanish

Day 22: Moygara Castle

“only 35 (out of 
1000!) reached 
o’rourke’s 
castle”



33Km, Height Gained 1000 
Metres, Time 9hr
Day 10. Kilfinnane to Christ 
the King Statue, Aherlow. 
Distance 29Km, Height Gained 
730 Metres, Time 7hr. 
Day 11. Christ the King Statue, 
Aherlow to Cappagh White, 
Distance 29Km, Height Gained 
330 Metres, Time 6½hr. 
Day 12. Cappagh White to 
Upperchurch, Distance 25Km, 
Height Gained 730 Metres, 
Time 6½hr. Highlight: Motte 
at Donohill where the starving 
O’Sullivan group raided the 
foodstore belonging to the 
O’Dwyer Clan.

Day 13. Upperchurch to Toomyvara , Distance 26Km, Height Gained 
735 Metres, Time 6½hr. 
Day 14. Toomyvara to Ballingarry, Distance 26Km, Height Gained 240 
Metres, Time 6½hr, Highlight Moneygall being the ancestral home of 
Falmouth Kearney, a maternal great-great-great grandfather of Barack 
Obama.
Day 15. Ballingarry to Portumna, Distance 24Km, Height Gained 175 
Metres, Time 6hr. 
Day 16. Portumna to Clonfert, Distance 26Km, Height Gained 330 
Metres, Time 6½hr.
Day 17. Clonfert to Aughrim, Distance 28Km, Height Gained 330 
Metres, Time 7hr, Highlight Clonfert Cathedral boasting a 12th 
century Hiberno-Romanesque doorway.
Day 18. Aughrim to Castle Ffrench, Distance 33Km, Height Gained 
200 Metres, Time 7hr, passing not only the Battle of Aughrim site but 
also the site of O’Sullivan Beara’s battle with two troops of cavalry 
and five companies of soldiers under the command of Captain Henry 

Malby, amazingly the much smaller and weary O’Sullivan group were 
victors of this battle.
Day 19. Castle Ffrench to Creggs, Distance 25Km, Height Gained 320 
Metres, Time 6hr.
Day 20. Creggs to Trien, Distance 31Km, Height Gained 300 Metres, 
Time 7½hr.
Day 21. Trien to Ballaghaderreen, Distance 31Km, Height Gained 300 
Metres, Time 7½ hr.
Day 22. 
Ballaghaderreen to 
Ballinafad, Distance 
34Km, Height Gained 
300 Metres, Time 8hr.
Day 23. Ballinafad to 
Ballyfarnon/Kilronan 
Castle. Distance 
30Km. Height Gained 
760 Metres, Time 7hr. 
Day 24. Ballyfarnon 
to Leitrim Village, 
Distance 24Km, Height Gained 300 Metres, Time 6½hr.
This was the end of the journey for O’Sullivan Beara and his group. 
They were given safe haven by the O’Rourke Clan who helped get 
them safe passage to A Coruna in Spain. Only 35 of the group 
reached Leitrim; among them one woman, Joan, wife of Dermot of 
Dursey.
Day 25. Leitrim Village to Dowra, Distance 26Km, Height Gained 300 
Metres, Time 6½hr.   
Day 26. Dowra to Blacklion/Belcoo. Distance 26Km, Height Gained 
300 Metres, Time 6½hr.

ED: We published more about this epic multi-stage walk in 
the Jan 2018 issue, see https://mountainviews.ie/newsletters/
month/2018-01/
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Day 23: On The Miners Way

Day 24: Kilronan Castle

https://mountainviews.ie/newsletters/month/2018
https://mountainviews.ie/newsletters/month/2018


Challenge

 April saw an ever successful knockmealdowns Crossing as hosted 
by the Peaks Mountaineering Club. The two “led” B and C Walks are 
always very well supported as was the main Challenge A Walk. This 
fine walk saw misty, wet weather in parts - but this never distracted 
from the spectacular Knockmealdown Mountains in all their glory. 
Whilst later in the month (for my own part) it was an 11th hour offer of 
a place on this year’s 43rd Maumturks Challenge that would see me 
venture west for my 13th outing on this classic ridge walk. 

As has been reported, spaces were of a premium and were sold out 
in less than a minute! Initially a figure of 224 walkers set off to a wet 
start but curiously only 188 were in a position to finish! Why so? ...is 
an honest question. 
This walk is well documented as being one of the very toughest in the 
calendar and yet this fact has to be continually reiterated! 
Starting an hour later than the last few years, but the same time 
as before... 6am saw a steady stream of walkers disappear up the 

rePorts anD uPCoMIng events In the Challenge walks CalenDar

Maumturks 2018



Challenge
rePorts anD uPCoMIng events In the Challenge walks CalenDar

looming hulk of Corcogmore into its mist and some inclement 
weather. This front would eventually lift to give a clear day with plenty 
of required visibility - but it was these two initial factors that seemed 
to throw a curve ball to many. More than one walker described to me 
how they lost valuable time on the first third that they simply couldn’t 
chase back later in the day. 
Fast forwarding the great Walk that is... and an almighty biting wind 
was to be found relentlessly attacking the walker all the way from 
Letterbreckaun to The Col of Despondency. 

Yet here is the fact that commands... the day’s weather and conditions 
would have to be honoured as being good! If the Maumturks ever 
throw a day of full bad weather - many fear of a different story! 
Congrats to all!

Rolling into May and the extra cock-step in the evenings - a wonderful 
walk kicks off early in the month - the Causeway Coast Challenge. 
A distance of around 32km, this Walk travels from Port Ballentrae to 
Port Bradden and back and allows for a stunning section of the North 
Antrim Coast to include the Giant’s Causeway. What is relevant to 
this walk is how this type of “Grand Day Out” is soon to be a feature 
(another incredible addition) to the MountainViews website! 
We continue to work on our “Coastal Walks and Features” which will 
highlight Ireland’s incredible coastline throughout all its provinces. 
But more on this in future Newsletters! The Causeway Coast 
Challenge has been lovingly hosted to great interest over the years 
by the Bannside Rambling Club. 
Onwards... and if you can manage to tear yourself away from the 
Royal Wedding across the pond... the Blackstairs Challenge has 
always been a memorable anchor to the month of May. Although as 
it happens, this challenge walk too is also a victim of its own success 
and sold out in a little over a half an hour when places went live back 
in Winter - so Harry and Megs it may well have to be! 
Although this walk on occasion has been described as “simple 
enough” don’t let that distract from the love that many in the 
world of challenge hillwalking have for this wonderful day. Each 
year The Wayfarers Hillwalking Club expertly give welcome and 
encouragement to many who are on their first true challenge walk. 
Two almighty hauls up two almighty massifs and all that lies in 
between is the enchantment of the fabulous Blackstairs Challenge. 
So onwards and upwards boys and girls... there should certainly be 
plenty to be getting on with. Be sure to support a challenge walk near 
you - keep safe and enjoy your day! 
Jim holmes
Also take a look at this resource managed by MountainViews:
https://mountainviews.ie/FAQ/challenge/

Maumturks 2018
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eMvee-tuBe

the Best vIDeo PICks for aPrIl

The built trail up Diamond Hill in Connemara in Connemara, from YouTube 
user Discover The World.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjaq0wklFEg

A nifty little record of the recent Maamturks Challenge Walk, from YouTube 
user Sebastian Nalewko.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKOzQyeOpNE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjaq0wklFEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKOzQyeOpNE




notICes

• If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests 
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses, 
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities. 
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use 
stiles or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could 
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask 
permission where appropriate.

• Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.
• If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI or 

Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle it in 
future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI non-
emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can find 
the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the 
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

• If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in 
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish 
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121 

• Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned). 
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the 
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these 
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact 
numbers for other areas.

• If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we 
would appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for 
summits.

• If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit 
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid refs in 
comments for different starting points show up on MountainViews 
maps as well as GPS tracks.

• MountainViews are on Twitter as MountainViewsIE. Follow us and 
we will follow you back. Queries to secretary@mountainviews.ie

Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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